
n In the presence of Singapore’s
Health Minister Gan Kim Yong
and senior representatives of
Koelnmesse, the Singapore Dental
Association, and FDI World Den-
tal Federation, the eighth edition
of IDEM Singapore was officially
opened yesterday here at the
 Suntec Singapore International
Convention and Exhibition Centre.

The Minister, who graced the
 traditional Opening Ceremony

outside the Exhibition Hall on
Level 4 as Guest of Honour, con-
gratulated the organisers of the
show that, in his words, “has
evolved to be a ‘must-attend’ event
for all dental healthcare profes-
sionals and related industries in
the Asia-Pacific region.”

Praise was also given by Sin -
gapore Dental Association’s Pres -
ident Dr Kuan Chee Keong, who
said that the ongoing support 
of Gan’s Ministry and other spon-
sors is a testament that IDEM 
has firmly consolidated its status
as the focal event for the Asia
 Pacific dental community. “Be-
sides the opportunity to interact
with friends and dental profes-
sionals from around the world,
IDEM also offers the opportunity
to share knowledge, ideas and
practical applications in den-
tistry,” he said.
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A convenient product
Nicolas Sondaz and Suzanne Wilson from
 Ultradent about Opalescence Go, the compa -
ny’s latest innovation in tooth whitening and
why it will appeal to dentists in Asia.

»Page 2

Oral cancer
today international had the opportunity to
speak to IDEM presenter Dr Barry Freydberg,
USA, about the disease and what needs to 
be done by the dental profession to improve
 patient survival. »Page 8

Innovations
The International Dental Exhibition & Meeting
2014 will be an excellent opportunity to see the
most up-to-date technologies and achieve-
ments in the field of dental medicine.

»Page 16

Still lots to see and discover at IDEM 
Organisers fuel expectations for eight edition of Singapore dental show
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Exhibition opening hours

• Friday, 4 April: 
10.00 am–6.00 pm

• Saturday, 5 April: 
10.00 am–6.00 pm

• Sunday, 6 April: 
10.00 am–4.00 pm

Food and beverages
A lunch area for delegates is lo-

cated in the back of the exhibition
hall on level 6.

Internet
Free wireless internet is avail-

able in all areas of the exhibition
centre.

Money
ATM machines can be found

throughout the Suntec City Mall.
Banks in Singapore are open from
9.30 am to 3.00 pm on weekdays, and
9.30 am to 11.30 am on Saturdays.

Embassies
Foreign representation offices

can provide help in emergency sit-
uations like lost passports or visas.
They can also assist with travel
arrangements or give legal advice.
Contact information for foreign
missions other than those pro-
vided in the list below can be found
at the website of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (www.mfa.gov.sg).

Australian High Commission
25 Napier Road, +65 6836 4100

Ambassade de France
101-103 Cluny Park Road, 
+65 6880 7800

Botschaft der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland
#12-00 Singapore Land Tower, 
50 Raffles Place, +65 6533 6002

The High Commission of India
31 Grange Road, +65 6238 2537

Ambasciata d’Italia
101 Thomson Road #27-02,  
+65 6250 6022

Embassy of Japan
16 Nassim Road, 
+65 6235 8855

Embassy of the Republic of Korea
47 Scotts Road, +65 6256 1188

US Embassy
27 Napier Road, +65 6476 9100

Emergency telephone numbers
• Police: 999 (112 or 911 from 

an international phone)
• Emergencies, Fire 

or  Ambulance: 995
• Lost credit cards 

1800 227 6868 (VISA) or 
6227 8888 (MasterCard)

Useful information

(DTI/Photo courtesy of Daniel Zimmermann)

5Visitors lining up at the registration desks yesterday. (DTI/Photos Daniel Zimmermann, DTI)
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n A leading provider of tooth
whitening solutions and other prod-
ucts for dentistry, Ultradent (Level
6, booth 6C-09) is a familiar cor -
porate face at IDEM Singapore. On
Friday, today international had the
opportunity to speak with Nicolas
Sondaz (General Manager for Asia
Pacific) and Suzanne Wilson (Sen-
ior   Marketing   Manager—Brands)
shortly about the company’s latest
innovation in tooth whitening and
why it will appeal to dentists in Asia.

today international:You place
a lot of emphasis on Opalescence
Go in your booth design. Is this
product the main focus of your
presentation here at IDEM?
Nicolas Sondaz: Tooth whiten-

ing is a big part our business, so 
we clearly emphasise this here at
the show. Opalescence Go is a very

unique product that offers tooth
whitening without having to cope
with the challenges that usually
come with the process. It is de -
livered in a ready-to-use prefilled
tray that is very mouldable, so it
can adapt better to the patient’s
anatomy. It is not something you
have to do chairside or for which
you have to take impressions. 

Suzanne Wilson: Opalesence
Go was launched in the US not very
long ago and we are excited to have
it finally on display for the IDEM
show. The Ultrafit tray is made 
of a unique polymer that warms
with your body temperature and
moulds to your teeth, keeping the
gel in contact with the teeth for a
better whitening result. Because of
this material, the tray is also more
comfortable to wear. It is certainly

the best product for on-the-go
whitening right now. 

How do you think this prod-
uct is going to appeal to dentists
in Asia?

Sondaz: A question that people
always ask is whether what works
in the US is going to fit Asian teeth
because of the size or anatomy of the
mandibular, for example. As a matter
of fact, when this material was test -
ed in the US, at least 30 per cent of
the patients were of Asian heritage.
The earlier version of Opalescence
Go has also been successful in the
market for about 10 years. While
there might be cultural differences,
Asian dentists will appreciate the
convenience of this product. 

Wilson: The affordability of the
product opens up possibilities in
more markets. In-office whitening
or custom tray bleaching may

bring great benefits but they are
sometimes prohibitive because of
their high costs. Opalescence Go
gives more people the opportunity
to have access to tooth whitening
on-the-go. 

In which markets is or will
this product be available?

This has been a global launch,
which is kind of a new thing for us
because we usually do not launch
products this way. As it is highly
 accessible, we believe that Opales-
cence Go can reach any dentist and
patient anywhere in the world.

Thank you very much for this
interview.

5 Suzanne Wilson, Nicolas Sondaz and Senior Brand Manager Steve Clark (from left to right). (Photo Daniel Zimmermann)

n The US pavilion at IDEM re-
ceived an important visit yester-
day, when the US Ambassador to
Singapore, Kirk Wagar, took some
time off his busy schedule to ex-
plore the booths at Level 4 and get
an overview of the innovations that
American companies have brought
to the show this year. The 44-year
old former lawyer, who has been
serving as Ambassador for about
seven months, also talked per -
sonally to representatives from the
US industry, who once again com-
prise one of the largest groups of
 exhibitors at IDEM coming from 
a single country.

Prior to the visit, US manufac -
turers had the opportunity to get an
update about medical device regu-
lations in Singapore during a tradi-
tional breakfast meeting organised
by the US Commercial Service in
the Buyer’s Lounge on Level 6. Asia
Managing Director for Ortho Tech-
nology, Alvin Chia, also provided
an overview of the requirements
for product registration in different
markets in the Asia Pacific region,
which he admitted has become
more fragmented in recent years.

According to the latest figures
from the US Commercial Service in
Singapore, the value of imports of
dental equipment from the United
States to Singapore has increased
significantly from US$ 1.14 million
in 2012 to US$ 1.7 million last year.
Many companies are also using 
the city-state as hub to do business
in other parts of Asia, bringing
 additional business to the region.

Ambassador Wagar 
pays visit to US pavilion
Imports of dental equipment from North America
to Singapore on the rise 

Tel: +1 424 744 0608 / email: c.ferret@tribunecme.com / www.TribuneCME.com
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“Asian dentists will appreciate 
the convenience of this product”
An interview with Ultradent representatives about the launch of Opalescence Go 

5Ambassador Wagar (left) in talks with 
US exhib itors. (DTI/Photo courtesy of 
US Commercial Service, Singapore)
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www.soredex.com Digital 
imaging 

made 
easy™

Optimize your daily 
workfl ow with 

SOREDEX® imaging 
systems

Made in Finland

Welcome to visit our booth at
IDEM, Level 6, # 6K-06 to hear
how we can help you to 
optimize your daily work� ow.

CRANEX® 3D 

High quality imaging solution for CBCT, 
Panoramic and Cephalometric imaging

Top performance and ease of use characterize this 
imaging solution for demanding dental clinics. 
CRANEX® 3D combines panoramic imaging with 
optional Cone Beam 3D and Cephalometric solutions. 
Superior image quality both in 2D and 3D elevate your 

diagnostic work to new dimensions.

DIGORA® Optime 

Intraoral imaging plate system 
for dental radiography

Intuitive, easy to learn, smart and efficient diagnostic 
tool especially for relatively small and new clinics. 
Familiar, film-like workflow offers superior image 
quality automatically, fast and repeatedly. The system 

supports all intra oral formats (0,1,2,3 and 4C).  
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IDEM 2014 is poised to be the
largest dental show ever to be 
held in Singapore since it was
launched in 2000. According to
Koelnmesse’s Vice President of
Asia Pacific, Michael Dreyer, 
30 per cent more dental manu -
facturers and distributors have
signed up for the event, which is
being held over the weekend at
the recently renovated Suntec
convention centre. Reflecting
greater interest from industry

players in the Asia-Pacific region,
national pavilions from China and
Japan are being staged for the first
time along with group presenta-
tions from established markets like
Germany, Italy and the US. In total,
over 500 exhibitors are presenting
their latest products and solutions
for dentistry at Levels 4 and 6.

Attendance figures are also ex-
pected to increase by 12 per cent,
with many new visitors coming
from nearby countries like Cam-
bodia, Myanmar and Taiwan.

“Not just a place where East
meets West, IDEM Singapore is
also increasingly being consid-
ered a gathering point for dif -
ferent parts of the East to meet 
one another,” Dreyer said.

Aside from the trade fair bus-
tle, clinical presentations as part
of the scientific programme will
continue today at Level 4 with
 lectures and workshop focussing
on fields like prosthodontics and
orthodontics. A special lecture by
US dentist Dr Barry Freydberg at
4.30 pm will focus on the detection
and prevention of oral cancer,
which is among the few types of
cancer which are currently on the
rise worldwide (please see the in-
terview on Page 8 of this edition).
At the Dental Tribune Study Club
Symposium at booth 6P-22, Sin -
gapore’s own prosthodontic ex-
pert, Dr Stephen Soo of Specialist
Dental Group, will provide insight
into CAD/CAM and how its use
can benefit workflow in dental
practices.

New concepts and methods 
for dental labs will be discussed 
at the Dental Technicians Forum,
one of the new educational for-
mats specifically targeting other
members of the dental profession.
In addition to these presentations,
lectures for dental hygienist/ther-
apists will also be held throughout
the day. 

For more news from this year’s
IDEM Singapore, please scan 
the QR code  below or visit
www.dental-tribune.com.
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Corrections
In yesterday’s edition of today 
international IDEM Singapore, the
article on page 1 stated that the
 Suntec   Singapore  International
Con vention and Exhibition Centre is
located in Marine Parade, while in fact
it is  located in the Downtown Core.

The headline of the article on page 23
also stated that 4 April, 2014, was 
a Thursday, although this day was 
in fact a Friday.

5Gan Kim Yong adressing delegates at the Opening Ceremony. (DTI/Photos Daniel Zimmermann, DTI)
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n In one swift move, Align Technology did not
 renew the distribution agreements with its dis-
tributor in the Asia Pacific region last year. 
today international spoke with Align Technology’s
vice president of the Asia Pacific region, Julie Tay,
in Singapore about the transition and the compa -
ny’s prospects in the region for the years to come.

today international:Your company changed 
its distribution in the Asia Pacific region to 
a direct sales model last year. How has the
transition turned out so far in terms of or -
ganisation and finances?

Julie Tay: In the past, Japan and China were
our only direct sales markets in Asia. In May 2013,
we successfully completed the transition of our
four largest in direct country markets, Australia,
New Zealand, Hong Kong and Singapore, from 
our APAC distributor back to direct sales and man-
agement by Align. This geographical distribution
of countries probably represents the best global
growth opportunities for Align Technology over
the next three to five years. The transition has
been smooth and we have continued to see strong
organic growth for  Invisalign in the APAC region.
From the results from the last quar ter of 2013, you
can see that the total sales volume in Asia grew
over 50 per cent annually. We now have a strong
leadership team managing the business in each
country.

We now realise direct sales at our full Invi -
salign average sales price (ASP), rather than the
discounted ASP under the distribution agree-
ment. This means that the roughly 5 per cent 
of worldwide revenue for which Asia Pacific
 accounts will become an even more meaningful
 contributor to top line growth.

Other APAC markets, like South Korea 
and the Philippines, are still operating un-
der a distribution model. What makes these
 markets currently not suitable for direct
sales, and do you have any plans to change 
to direct sales there?
Align continues to assess different markets

and to work closely with our partners to provide
the best possible service to both patients and
 doctors.

Sales in Asia contributed only 2 to 2.5 per
cent of Align’s worldwide revenue in 2012.
Was this the main reason for the change to
your sales structure in that region?
This region presents a huge opportunity for

Align. We want to provide doctors and patients
with more options for a beautiful healthy smile.
There are actually many doctors who wanted to
offer Invisalign and are glad that we now have 
a direct presence in many APAC countries. 

You reported strong growth in the Asia
 Pacific region in the last quarter of 2013. 
Is this solely a result of the transition or 
were there other developments at play?
Our strong annual volume growth reflects

 continued progress and execution of our strategic
growth drivers across Asia Pacific. As the region
came together, the APAC leadership team de-
ployed key strategies in specific markets. We also
invested heavily in people, doctor training and pa-
tient programmes to develop the markets further.

You are doing particularly well in China
and Japan. Are these the most important
 markets for Invisalign right now?
The APAC region in general has been the

fastest-growing region for us but within Asia
China and Japan are currently the most important
markets for Invisalign. Both countries share simi-
larities, but they are also very different. What we
see are the most complex cases, such as Class II,

Class III, extraction, open bite, etc. That might be
where the similarities end.

Despite a population of 120 million, there 
are a relatively small number of orthodontic
practitioners in Japan: only an estimated 3,000 
to 4,000. Practitioners there tend to be conser -
vative and want to see sufficient clinical results
on Japanese patients, which because of the
severity of the malocclusion can take up two 
to three years. All of these factors led to a slow
start but, in the past two years, our business
there has grown well above our overall rate. 
We have been successful in building up clinical
confidence through a pro-active marketing ap-
proach, which includes educating consumers
about clear aligner therapy and the importance
of having a beautiful smile.

In China, orthodontics is primarily performed
in institutional settings. A rising middle-class is
 accumulating disposable income for these kinds
of treatments and they appear to be more open 
to technology and modern approaches to the
treatment of malocclusion. We believe that China
is the one market worldwide that has the poten-
tial to be as large as the US over the next ten years
in terms of orthodontic treatment.

Particularly in Asia, Western dental man-
ufacturers   have to face increased compe -
tition from local providers offering similar
products at lower costs (e.g. dental implants).
Is the situation in your market comparable?
We believe we have a strong brand with 

which we are able differentiate ourselves from
the competition in key areas. The science and
technology behind our products, our ability to
 develop total solutions for malocclusion, such 
as the recent introduction of Invisalign G5 for
deep bite, and our proprietary SmartTrack alig -
ner material are significant barriers to others
seeking to enter the market.

Invisalign Teen has gained a significant
market share since it was introduced in 2008.
With demographic expansion in most Asian
countries (a very young age distribution),
what prospects does this product have there?
The teen segment represents the largest por-

tion of the orthodontic market and continues 
to be very important to Align. We believe the 
pro spect is huge, especially in certain countries, 
and we intend to make Invisalign the product 
of choice for leading doctors.

You have worked in the health business
before. What do you see as the particular
 challenges of the dental market?
The technology is moving so fast that doctors

may not even realise it when it has arrived. In
 addition, increasing patient demands and sophis-
tication are going to change the doctor–patient
 relationship.

What general prospects do you see for
your company in Asia for the years to come?
We expect growth rates across the entire 

Asia Pacific region to continue outpacing growth
in our international business. This is a very ex -
citing time for Align and our prospects in this
 region are very positive. We are the clear leader
in a huge underpenetrated market with a high
level of clinical skill in Australia, New Zealand
and Hong Kong, for example. Increasing con-
sumer sophistication in China and hence de-
mand for Invisalign, large untapped segments 
in Japan and developing markets such as South-
East Asia all offer a strong growth trajectory for
Align across the region.

Thank you very much for the interview.

The Straumann® Dental Implant System is a worldwide leading solu-
tion for general practitioners and specialists. Our commitment to re-
search ensures high quality backed by independent science. Producing 
innovations that improve patient care has made us a trusted business 
partner in over 70 countries.

www.straumann.com

The Straumann® Dental Implant System is a worldwide leading solu-
tion for general practitioners and specialists. Our commitment to re-

A sense of trust.
More than an implant.
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Outpacing growth in our
 international business
An interview with Julie Tay, Vice-President Asia Pacific at Align Technology
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n CAD/CAM methods for con -
ventional dental and implant-
borne prostheses have gained
popularity for a variety of rea-
sons. Despite many advantages 
in terms of cost and convenience,
the uptake of this relatively new

technology is slow, hinting at a
 reluctance to try something new.

Many, if not most, clinicians
still choose to have fixed implant-
borne multi-unit prostheses fab-
ricated by traditional methods 

of casting and veneering pre-
cious metal alloys. However, the
asso ciated high technical and
 material costs may be prohibi-
tive to the group of patients who
need this treatment modality 
the most. To this end, more cost-

effective  alloys, including base
metal alloys, have been cast and
veneered with a variety of tooth-
coloured materials with good
 success. CAD/CAM takes this 
one step further. In fact, materi-
als such as zirconia, which has

revolutionised dental prostheses,
would not be in use were it not for
CAD/CAM.

There has been much discus-
sion around the problem of
achieving passivity of fit, the lack
of which, it has been postulated,
can contribute to mechanical and
biological complications. The mul-
tiple steps and materials used in
impression taking, casting a work-
ing model, producing a wax pat-
tern, casting in metal alloy then
veneering in tooth-coloured ma -
terial all lead to a certain degree 
of misfit.

CAD/CAM can help to address
this common problem. The use of
digital dentistry is more common
than clinicians might think, as 
the laboratory processes involved
have already been widely imple-
mented and dental technicians
can take the credit for driving the
use of the technology forwards.
The next step is to adopt digital
technology to replace some of the
clinical steps in fabricating a pros-
thesis, namely the impression
stage, which leads to production
of a working cast.

These steps can introduce cu-
mulative inaccuracies, as well as
consume a variety of materials
that are then discarded. In addi-
tion, there are time-savings to be
made, perhaps not in the initial
stages of learning and integrating
new technology, but, once familiar
with the systems involved, all will
benefit from the improved and
 efficient workflow.

My presentation at the Dental
Tribune Study Club Symposium
will highlight some of the ad -
vantages and disadvantages of
CAD/CAM. My goal is to enable
 clinicians to see how it might be-
come more widely accepted in
their daily practice and remove
some of their reservations. The
next generation of dentists will
hopefully come to view tradition -
al methods of manufacturing den-
tal prostheses in the same way as
we now view fixed partial den-
tures as a way to replace missing
teeth before implants.

Having received his dental degree
from the University of Liverpool 
in the UK, Dr Steven Soo now works
as a dental specialist in prostho-
dontics at Specialist Dental Group
in Singapore. Today, he will be pre-
senting a lecture on the benefits 
of CAD/CAM technology for den-
tal implant and restorative proce-
dures at the Dental Tribune Study
Club Symposium on Level 6.

One step further with CAD/CAM
By Dr Steven Soo, Singapore
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5 Dr Steven Soo
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is when a camera makes everything possible.
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VistaCam iX – one camera, many possibilities  
Now with 5 interchangeable heads, the perfect solution 
for every application. Video clip filming, digital assessment 
and data transmission.
Find out more at www.duerrdental.com

NEW!

Proxi interchangeable head  
for help in diagnosing
approximal caries.

Proof interchangeable head  
makes caries and plaque
visible on occlusal and 
smooth surfaces.

Cam  
for intraoral
images

Macro  
for images 
magnified 120x

Poly  
Polymerisation
for light hardening
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nA subtype of head and neck  can cer,
oral cancer is one of the few cancer
types to be exponentially on the
rise. In a presentation to be held
this afternoon as part of IDEM’s
 scientific programme, US dentist
Dr Barry Freydberg will discuss
the importance of early detection.

today international had the oppor-
tunity to speak to him beforehand
about oral cancer and what needs
to be done by the dental profession
to improve patient survival.

today international:Dr Freyd -
berg, is the rise of oral cancer

cases a worldwide trend or is it
limited to certain regions?

Dr Barry Freydberg: I have 
to assume it is a worldwide trend.
In North America alone, the num-
ber of people who have devel-
oped oral cancer increased from
37,000 in 2009 to 46,000 last year.

This development is due to the
fact that the demographics for
this type of cancer have changed
significantly. Oral cancer used to
affect mainly middle-aged man
who smoked regularly or con-
sumed too much alcohol. Now, 
it is increasingly diagnosed in

younger people and particularly
women.

What are the reasons for
this shift in demographics?

While cases that appear to
have been caused by smoking
seem to have gone down through
measures like anti-smoking leg -
islation, more patients now seem
to be developing the condition
 because of the human papillo -
mavirus, a sexually transmitted
 infection that can lead to oral
 cancer. One of the reasons for this
is probably unprotected sexual
activity among people who are 
18 years and older. While we 
have seen many oral cancers in
60-year-olds, we are now looking
more carefully at people well be-
fore they have reached that age. 

Has the role of dental pro-
fessionals in oral cancer detec-
tion changed in recent years?

Dentists should absolutely be
the ones who are looking for oral
cancer, as we are the ones who
know the oral tissue best, along
with ear, nose and throat physi-
cians. By being familiar with the
tissue and knowing what does not
look normal, we should be the ones
screening it on a regular basis, just
as we should be screening patients
for blood pressure or things like
sleep apnoea. Even the American
Medical Association has agreed to
that position in a recent article.

We also see the patients more
regularly than other members of
the medical profession do, as they
often come in for preventative vis-
its instead of visiting us only when
they have a health problem.

Dentists still appear to over-
look early signs of the condition
however. What makes these
 lesions so difficult to detect?

Oral cancer starts when changes
in the tissue underneath the mu-
cosa occur. Lesions become can-
cerous once they break through
the basement membrane of the
tissue. The problem is that all this
happens in a part of the mouth
where one cannot see it just by 
a doing a visual exam.

The ideal time to detect these
 lesions would be when they are
premalignant but at this stage

“Oral cancer classes are not very sexy unfortunately”
An interview with Dr Barry Freydberg, USA
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22 – 24 August 2014

Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre

Call for Abstracts: 
Deadline: 30 April 2014

Early-bird Registration: 
Deadline: 31 May 2014

www.hkideas.org

HKIDEAS
Hong Kong International Dental  
Expo And Symposium20142014201420142014201420142014

Organizer
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The recognition is inspiring. Every year since 
the inception of the Townie Choice awards, 
doctors have voted A-dec best in class 
across multiple dental-equipment categories. 
That’s more than a vote of confidence. It’s a 
testament to A-dec quality from those who 
know best.

To learn more, call 1.503.538.7478 or  
visit a-dec.com/DentistsChoose. 
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